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1.The Golden Rule  

Throw away your greed  

You can easily fulfil your need; 

Give up your false ego  

If required move forward solo; 

Throw away hate and anger  

Life will be smooth and easier; 

Lose your all types of attachment  

Freedom of mind comes with detachment; 

Don't be proud of your achievement  

Nothing in this world is permanent; 

Make love and smile your companion  

In the journey of life, you are champion; 

Take care of your family and friends  

Everyone will strengthen your hands; 

Health and relationships are true treasure  

With money and wealth never measure; 

To change life, change your attitude  

Thank God for his blessings with gratitude. 
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2.Be honest, because you are best  

Be honest, because you are best  

With peace of mind take rest  

Love everyone in east and west  

Lovely will become your own nest  

With smile welcome your all guest; 

Be positive, because you are attractive  

Your life will always become progressive  

Keep distance from negative people  

The journey of life will be very simple  

You better tomorrow no one can cripple; 

Be humble, you are bold and beautiful  

Make other people's life also cheerful  

Don't harm anyone being powerful  

People will hate you as creature fearful  

For your kindness people will be grateful; 

Be simple, because you are great  

For your greatness people will treat  

Simple people can smile better and free  

Simplicity will make you the tallest tree  

People will give you nectar like honey bee. 
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3.Wisdom  

Education and knowledge are not wisdom  

In life you will find wise people seldom  

The world is now wicked people's fiefdom  

For wisdom we need experience random  

To know about landing you need aerodrome; 

For wisdom common sense is necessary  

Without common sense education is secondary  

For wisdom knowledge with common sense compulsory  

Basic instinct is available as complementary  

Knowledge, education, skill and wisdom are life's granary 

 

4.Trust  

Years needed to have trust  

But with small mistake it burst  

With doubts it can easily rust  

To keep trust, honesty is must  

Otherwise trust will not last; 

Trust is above our normal belief 

It is not like quick relief  

Trust is proven integrity  

It is honesty with solidarity  

Trust is the God's living territory. 
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5.Contentment  

In containment zone we live in contentment  

The life lesson to be learnt is important  

For survival, requirement is food ingredient  

Learn, how easy to make greed deterrent  

The life after Corona will be totally different; 

In life contentment is road to happiness  

It always helps in mind's cleanliness  

Honest and straight will become business  

Any moment mind will be full of kindness  

A new beautiful life with peace you will harness. 

 

 

6.Silence  

Silence is better than violence  

It teaches us tolerance  

Silence is also a resistance  

But at times it may be hindrance  

Sometimes from it make distance; 

Silence does not mean surrender  

It is helpful in avoiding a blunder  

During confusion it can do wonder 

In arguments you can give counter  

From winning side, you may be founder. 
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7.In world nothing is permanent  

In this world nothing is permanent  

Within your domain make life sufficient  

To time everything are subordinate  

With time it is better to coordinate  

Any moment your life time may terminate; 

Kingdom of Ram, Ashoka, Alexander all gone 

As long as you have time, ahead of it learn to run 

With limited time you have to earn and enjoy fun  

In the graveyard with you, there will be none  

Yesterday has already gone, today it will not return. 

 

8.Past is past 

Past is always past  

In mind don't allow to last  

Otherwise you have to fast  

To live, you will lose trust  

Life will destroy in rust; 

Forget past to move forward  

You will get many reward  

Sitting with past is a coward  

Their journey will be backward  

Soon they will be in graveyard. 
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9.Be a loving person  

When we live in a loving home  

Along with loving attitude roam  

The world becomes a loving family  

We can enjoy beauty of life truly  

Making life lovingly, in our hands solely; 

A loving person is always cheerful  

For him the world is not painful  

To anyone he never becomes harmful  

He always tells, world and life are beautiful  

Towards family and society, he is dutiful. 

 

 

10.Reflection of mind  

The world is reflection of our mind 

Based on its beauty and ugliness we find 

When mind is in cheerful mood  

The whole surrounding looks good  

Tasty becomes all types of ethnic food; 

Look at the world without coloured glass  

Simplicity and straightness is different class  

With coloured glass don't follow the mass  

Through necked eyes enjoy beauty of grass  

Your journey in life beautifully all the time pass. 
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11.Face bad days with courage  

If you can face bad days with courage  

Time will not be able to inflict any damage  

Every problems of life will be small challenge  

You will never run after chasing mirage  

In society, bold and strong will be your image; 

Courage will give confidence and determination  

To face the danger, you will find easy solution  

Out of fear never go to forced hibernation  

It will spoil your life's favourable situation  

In coming days, you may face humiliation. 

 

12.Mind also needs drill  

Mind is the breeding ground of all evil  

Mind's creation is the imaginary devil  

Over good or bad mind can only prevail  

Like body, mind also needs regular drill  

For mental illness sometimes needed pill; 

With good thoughts, your mind always fill 

Otherwise one day bad thought will kill 

With strong mind you can climb tough hill 

If you hesitate, with fear mind will be still  

Nature will never allow mind to remain standstill. 
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13.Golden rule of the tribe  

Property belongs to the community  

Every member work with sincerity  

Limited was the tribe’s necessity  

No one allowed to stay without integrity  

The whole tribe lives in solidarity; 

Children are identified with mother  

Together all tribes’ men are father  

Males are busy in hunting rather  

Everyone in the clan are brother  

The tribes try to survive together. 

 

14.Golden rule of life  

Always say yes to your wife  

This is golden rule of life  

While alone do as you like  

Inside home mute your mike 

Wife will never point her knife; 

Tell your wife, she is beautiful  

The food she makes are tasteful  

At home, your life will be cheerful  

With friends’ drink alcohol harmful  

Tell your wife, drinking is shameful. 
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15.How much money needed to be rich? 

How much money needed to be rich?  

If you have surplus budget you can preach  

Containment to your mind always teach, 

Million dollars not required to rest on beach  

For greed the beauty of sunrise you may miss; 

When you have enough for food and health  

In the graveyard what you will do with wealth  

If you accumulate money, you cannot use 

You are working hard for others amuse  

After your death your wealth someone will abuse. 

 

16.Our life revolves around health  

Our life revolves around health  

For a better life we require wealth  

Poor health with wealth is useless  

Good health with limited money is good  

You can smile and enjoy different food; 

For comfort we work for wealth accumulation  

But without health money is not the solution  

Good health can only give comfortable situation  

So, never compromise health for greed of money  

With diabetes you will not be able to eat any honey. 
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17.I am rich  

I am rich because I don't have greed  

I have enough money to fulfil my need  

I am rich because I can do charity  

I spend my hard-earned money with clarity  

I am rich because of my asset-liability parity; 

I am rich because I can travel around freely  

I can smile and socialise with people friendly  

I am rich because I need not spend on hospital bill  

For me there is no regular expenditure in pill  

I am rich because I don't want to buy a palace on hill. 

 

18.Saving money is good for future  

Saving money is good for future  

But for savings, present don't puncture  

Money will accumulate, but age will go 

One day in future, movement will be slow  

Your vision and appetite will become low; 

Save money considering future requirement  

Limited will be your need after your retirement  

So, it is better to spend for present time enjoyment  

After ten years you will not get today's youthful moment  

All your extra savings will remain with you as latent. 
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19.When God saves, no one can kill  

When God saves, no one can kill 

If he calls, nothing can be done by pill  

Unnecessary will be the hospital bill  

So, it is better to move forward with will 

No one knows when life will be still; 

Yet the life is full of excitement and thrill  

To move forward galloping always do drill  

Praying God for his grace, mind will fill  

Without blessings wealth may become nil 

In a moment you may fall from the hill. 

 

20.Corruption  

Corruption is integral part of need and greed  

Needy and greedy will always spread the breed  

To stop corruption first kill all the greedy weed  

Society must work to spread poverty elevation seed 

Simply speaking against corruption will not do the deed; 

Religion always encourages people to be corrupt  

In temple, mosque, church the corruption erupt  

Priests, politicians, police, judges’ part of the game  

No one in society thinks that corruption is shame 

Without socio-cultural revolution corruption will not be lame. 
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21.Joke  

In party jokes always rock  

Laugh, jokes can easily unlock  

For jock, people sometimes mock  

Some characters pushed to dock  

In group people enjoy jokingly talk; 

Jokes are good to release tension  

But not suitable in every situation  

Sometimes it creates social pollution  

Some people avoid jokes in hesitation  

But some are expert in joke creation. 

 

22.Rafael  

Is it a fighter plane? 

Or a philosopher's stone? 

Did any war it has won? 

Why so much hue and cry? 

Let him first comfortably fly; 

War is not a video game 

In war, Rafael someone may tame  

Then whom people will blame? 

Like MiG, Rafael is also a name  

Before performing, don't make it lame. 
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23.Rafael and politics  

Don't use Rafael as tools for politics  

Let it add power to air-force logistics  

Without field performance no statistics  

May become wrong assumed mathematics  

No one knows unconsidered harmonics; 

Price is now immemorial for the people  

Rafael must perform is the logic simple  

Unnecessary is media coverage triple  

No reason for creating so much ripple  

All politicians, see air-force is still humble. 

 

24.Everything controlled by brain  

Medicines can't relieve all pain  

To overcome wound, your mind train  

In the long journey of life, you will gain  

Pain and pleasure all come in chain  

But everything controlled by brain; 

Mental pain is more difficult to defuse  

To accept the harsh reality mind refuse  

Sometimes body and minds confuse 

So, expertise to float in painful deluge  

You don't know, the burden may be huge. 
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25.COVID protocol  

Adjust with the present time  

Otherwise it will be termed crime  

Now survival is the duty prime 

It is better to wear mask and be mime  

Covid protocol is now the regime; 

Many fit people died due to protocol  

They were treated only with paracetamol  

Nothing was done to other disease control  

The Covid protocol is volatile than petrol  

Duty in now wash your hands with Dettol. 

 

26.Corona has not created panic  

Corona has not created any panic  

Manmade protocol is inorganic  

Many people don't understand the logic  

The situation in world is now scenic  

Everyone is forced to take vitamin tonic; 

People become so frightened is ironic  

In fear some are consuming turmeric  

It is said that to fight, immunity is basic  

Medical systems have no real logistics  

Everything of Corona is now statistics. 
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27.Ram is symbol of justice  

Ram is symbol of justice  

Rule of law was really majestic  

Commitment to equality was basic 

Polygamy never practiced  

But honoured people's verdict; 

Fought with criminals like true warrior  

To save dignity of women he was saviour  

In his Governance transparency roar  

In his kingdom no one considered inferior  

His concept of governance made him King superior. 

 

28.Time and change are dangerous hunter 

Don't forget record player and tape recorder 

Floppy and CD are also now out of order 

Telex and fax machines are now in no one's radar  

Photo film and video cassette also meekly surrender  

Time and change are very dangerous hunter; 

Ram, Buddha, Jesus, Muhammad couldn't stop time  

Remember change and evolution is always for fine  

The only thing to continuously flow forever is time  

How will be tomorrow is not known to anyone in the line 

Tomorrow he may not be remaining alive to dine. 
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29.Temple is not solution of problems  

Foundation stone laying of Ram Temple is a big event  

In his words Modi proved himself consistent  

Ram temple will glorify Hinduism in all continent; 

Date and time not so important  

The dispute came to an end is pertinent  

Let the temple bring solution permanent; 

Ram temple is necessary to forget division of country  

The glory of Ram already there beyond our boundary  

New Ram temple will once again prove Newton's theory; 

In religion use of force and deceit is sinful  

Change of religion should not be forceful  

For society action of destruction of original temple harmful; 

All religions should be like different flowers in Garden  

Otherwise intolerance will be social burden  

Let society forever discard philosophy of Laden; 

Temple, Mosque, Church can't eradicate racism and poverty  

For this we need equitable distribution of wealth and property  

Achievement of millennium goals is bigger necessity. 

30.Religion is for humanity not vice versa  

Religion is for humanity  

Don't use it for polarity  

On prayers maybe diversity  

But it is for mankind's solidarity  

For all religions God is solitary; 

Humanity is not for service of religion  

Religion is only a way of prayer or opinion  

Quarrel for religion is mankind's humiliation  

Temple, Mosque, Church are not for division  

We need religious tolerance and integration. 
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31.No man is a standstill tree 

Can't think world without travel  

For us tourism is always marvel  

Corona made tourism illegal  

Man are forced not to be social  

Condition of economy is critical; 

No man is a standstill tree  

Like bird man wants to fly free 

People want the world to see  

For tourism travel is the key  

From lockdown we want to flee. 

 

32.Majuli  

Majuli, the largest river island  

In India (Assam), Majuli you will find 

People of the island are kind 

Brahmaputra will always remain in mind  

To live with flood, people are destined; 

Yet Majuli is centre of making mask 

To promote Assamese culture is the task 

The unique Majuli deserve to be heritage site  

Because of flood economy of Majuli is tight  

One day the as as heritage site Majuli will shine bright. 
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33.Going out is full of tension  

Going out is full of tension  

Wife shows her emotion  

I may not be able to avail pension  

Staying home is the solution  

Outside air is full of pollution; 

Corona test may give humiliation  

Government will force isolation  

Vitamin supplements is the prescription  

Home quarantine is also a compulsion  

Staying home gives mental satisfaction. 

 

34.When heart break  

When heart break  

Everything becomes fake  

Inspiration we lack  

No taste in birthday cake  

Your heart someone hack; 

Life stops on the dock  

It will never rock  

Failure start to work  

We dislike to talk 

Heart break is a shock. 
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35.A painful death  

A painful death is suicide  

Some people use cyanide  

Very common is hanging  

Most of people use ceiling  

Few people try jumping; 

Whatever way, suicide is painful   

Majority people say it is shameful  

To the family members it is harmful  

For media it is an event and delightful  

In glorifying suicide please be careful.  

 

36.Religious equilibrium  

The world is moving towards religious equilibrium  

The foundation of Ram Temple is the momentum  

The religion centric states will be economically doom  

To convert people to expansionist religion in future no room  

Forever the might of sword and Petro dollar lost its boom; 

All religions in future will live in harmony and brotherhood  

Even the smallest of the religion will get survival food 

Slowly the expansionist movement will change their mood  

Within their own territory there will be gender discrimination  

But in tolerant nations there will be millennium goals implementation. 
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37.Rules are for poor  

When breaking rule is the rule  

Rules are to make people fool 

Break rule and stay calm and cool  

Go to the nearest swimming pool  

To escape penalty lot of tool; 

Rules are generally for the poor  

They can't easily knock court's door  

No need to afraid if you are in top floor  

When lawyers fight, go on foreign tour 

They will easily tear apart rules core. 

 

38.No one commit suicide for fun  

No one commit suicide for fun  

Circumstances forced to pull the gun  

There may be no alternate way to run 

From bad to worse life took turn  

For him impossible to live under the sun; 

Yet suicide is a death not natural  

Though people cry in the funeral  

Death through suicide is also real  

Never allow mind to add fuel  

Defeat the suicidal tendency cruel. 
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39.Friendship  

Friendship is companion of all season  

In friendship there should not be reason  

True friends will never give you poison  

Good friends are not for only occasion  

They will always help in problem solution; 

But in reality, true friends are very rare 

Your pain and hardship they will not share  

Though in good days you take their care  

Friendship with selfish people is not fair  

Yet for your all friends always do prayer. 

 

 

 

40.Beautiful world  

The beautiful world is boundary less  

Same is the beautiful woman's case 

Beauty is not a thing of wild chase  

From anywhere you can easily praise  

Universality of beauty always amaze; 

Don't chase butterfly to see its beauty  

When they fly freely, they look pretty  

The beautiful sky is not our near  

But the blue sky with cloud is dear 

Enlarge mind's horizon, behold will be clear. 
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41.Shadow  

Your shadow will never become widow  

Shadow is always an open window  

During noon you will not see shadow  

But when sun sets shadow become long  

Finally, it goes to grave with you along; 

Sometimes our own shadow frightened us 

But the fear from shadow for long don't last 

In dark shadow of tree becomes ghost vast  

A fear psychosis in night shadow can cast  

As companion till last moment, shadow you can trust. 

 

42.God also love bribe, religion tells  

When we believe God can be bribed  

How corruption can be wiped? 

Religion is the opium of masses  

Corruption is brown sugar of classes 

To wipe corruption, we need different brushes; 

God should stop accepting the bribe money  

To corrupt people society should not give honey  

The cultural DNA of society to be changed  

Then only to some extent corruption can be managed  

In jails corrupt people should forever be caged. 
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43.Keep desire in backburner  

Keep your non-essential desires in backburner  

In the race of happiness, you are front runner  

When the long run of life ends, you are the winner  

Unnecessary desires make burden of life too heavy  

Throw away the loads quickly to become happy; 

When you know actual requirements of life  

For excellence of your qualities you strive  

Desire breed greed and unhappiness in mind  

Nowhere happiness and joy you will find 

If you throw away desire to your life, you will be kind. 

 

44.I love to be social  

I don't want to live forever  

So, don't afraid of Corona fever 

Will never try to become immortal  

But will never do anything immoral  

Rather than alone, I love to be social; 

No need for me tears and tribute floral  

Every moment Corona is propagating plural  

In isolation I spending lonely life rural  

Yet days and nights are passing as usual 

For me Corona virus is no more novel. 
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45.All will collapse  

Where from government money will come? 

The readjustment is temporary solution  

The poor should be empowered to earn 

Money will not grow in will grass  

Economy, free distribution will damage; 

To infuse consumption, produce more  

Food and essentials government to store  

Remunerative pricing of agriculture products must 

Otherwise economy and poor will not last  

In recession rich, poor, middle all will collapse. 

 

46.Sri Lanka  

The pearl of the Indian Ocean  

Beautiful even during monsoon  

Beaches are really awesome  

The tea gardens are handsome  

Buddhist culture is nice and firm; 

Elephants, birds and different lakes  

Under mangrove trees boat journey takes  

The herbal gardens are good place to roam 

With the hospitality you will feel at home  

For foodies also different foods zoom. 
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47.Fifteen August, 2020 

This Independence Day is special  

We are not allowed to be social  

Celebrating alone is practical  

So, the celebration will be partial  

Yet, Indian citizens will be emotional; 

Colonial days are now in page of history  

But the struggle of people is good memory  

India was divided and shrink its boundary  

Now unity and integrity of India is priority  

Let us stand together with solidarity. 

 

48.For poor nothing to cheer except spirit  

For the poor independence is flop  

They got in free nation only lollipop  

For Corona, their livelihood also stop  

In world position of India may be at top  

But to eradicate poverty India need new mop; 

Population explosion is the biggest challenge  

Unemployment of youth is now big discourage  

Corruption in independent India is always hindrance  

The poor and vulnerable people has lost patience  

For vast majority there is no meaning of independence. 
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49.Poverty and hunger are still in core 

The country is crowded with too many poor  

When they will cross the poverty door  

Still poverty and hunger are in India's core  

After seventy-three years people are hungry  

Unemployment forced us to become angry; 

Every year leaders gave beautiful lecture  

But has not changed poor people's structure  

Corruption is still the greatest Indian culture  

Corrupt people are eating government money like vulture  

Population and corruption will do democracy's puncture. 

 

50.Inspire others 

Inspire courage in other 

Team work always matter 

Victory will come faster  

Team players are brother  

For them you have to bother; 

Life is not one man's journey  

Lots of players in the tourney  

For victory team needs harmony  

Inspiration should not be cacophony  

Courage can't be purchased by money. 
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51.Smile without penny  

I don't have too much money  

Yet for me the world is funny  

Everywhere I can find honey  

For me days are always sunny  

I can smile even without penny; 

To enjoy full moon money is not needed  

Explore beauty of sea, money not required  

Even without money the day move forward  

Don't think without money you are backward  

But funny thing is that money can buy award. 

 

 

52.Indian have solution for all problems  

Corona made poor Indians poorer  

Producing foods at home is now better  

Earning money becomes tougher  

Spending too much will be blunder  

Let's work to overcome the thunder; 

The people of India will not surrender  

To kill animals Indians are good hunter 

In India soon Corona virus will wonder  

Indians will do with them collective murder  

For every problem, Indians have a answer. 
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53.My religion  

My religion is very simple 

I don't visit Mosque or temple  

To humanity I am humble  

Love all hate none my preamble  

With anger no one I trouble; 

Gender equality I always respect  

Polygamy, child abuse I distract  

Spreading of knowledge, I like  

For peace miles I drive my bike 

In my mind violence never strike; 

I ignore caste, class and race 

Mankind is my favourite base  

Never lie to the omnipotent God 

For cruelty to animals never nod  

My mind is free like tiny tod. 

 

54.Happy Independence Day  

My heart leaps up when tricolour fly  

With proud, I held my head high 

Beautiful becomes the blue sky  

National anthem without sound I try  

India, I will never let-down you to cry; 

East or west, for me always India is best  

Even roaming in Europe, I love Indian taste  

The soil of India warm enough to take rest  

For millions of people India is safe nest  

We have a leader with fifty-six-inch chest. 
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55.Salute the tricolour  

From home salute tricolour  

Express your pleasure  

This time occasion is rare 

Only feelings we can share 

Social distancing is there; 

Foundation of Ram Rajya laid  

New India will be made 

No one will live without bread  

The world peace India will lead  

Unity and integrity are only need. 

 

56.Nation First  

For me always nation first  

More than heaven I trust  

Never I will allow to rust  

Independence Day is to clean dust  

To strengthen nationalism, it is must; 

Nation is called our motherland  

For its sovereignty we must stand 

In Olympic we have to play our band 

Against invasion we have to defend  

India is the twenty first century's brand. 
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57.All religions need reforms  

All religions with same yardstick please measure  

In every religion you will find nectar and treasure 

The best things of all the religion you should share  

No religion can claim to be better than the other  

With refinement of religion, world will be smarter; 

Religion was created for smooth sailing of society  

To reform it with time is mankind's greatest duty  

The purpose of religion is not to worship a deity  

Religion is for minds purify, no question of minority  

For reforms of religion mankind should show sincerity. 

 

 

58.He is without colour, odour and shape  

When my prayer reaches the star  

I feel the omnipotent though he is far  

We can't go to driving the best car  

The emperor can't touch him winning war 

Only way to reach him good job and prayer; 

He does not have bodily structure like Sun  

But with a spark everything he can burn 

Beyond the domain of time he always run 

Past, present, future and relativity he can shun 

Matter, energy, time and space for him limit none. 
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59.Don't be pogo  

Talaq, talaq, talaq and relationship finish  

Decades of love and affection all vanish  

In modern society your image tarnish  

Your integrity as good human will diminish  

Old customs can create only anguish; 

The due process of law should be followed  

In democracy equal rights to all to be allowed  

Religious rules were framed thousands of years ago  

They should remain only as historical logo 

In twenty first century don't follow clerics ego 

In modern time be rational and logical not pogo. 

 

60.For fear we lie  

Out of fear we always lie 

With courage fear will fly  

Truth and honesty, you try 

Self-satisfaction will fly  

Negativity will become dry; 

One day everyone will die 

So, in fear no need to cry 

Let your fear become shy  

Eat challenges life fish fry  

You will become brave guy. 
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61.Fed up with pseudo secularist  

I am fed up with pseudo secularist 

So, for construction of temple we insist 

Country was divided in the name of religion  

Integration of Indian, Pakistan is a solution  

Otherwise secularist need more humiliation; 

Reforms in all regions is absolute necessity  

But some people will always try to keep polarity  

Secularism is the last resort of scoundrels  

Hope Ram temple will make their funerals  

Indian democracy will overcome secularist's hassles. 

 

62.Examination  

A three-hours horse race  

Any problem you may face  

Strong should be knowledge base  

Otherwise you will not finish page  

Your future will be locked in cage; 

Examinations are horror for student  

Yet for success in academics prudent  

But in the long run it becomes redundant  

Attitude and hard work are pertinent  

Explore your hobby and potential inherent. 
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